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Mozambique Country context 

•Total population 28 millions (45 % under 15 years) 

•Adult literacy rate 54% (15 years above) 

•GDP 2,7% (2019) and 5,5% (2020)

• Two ministries: Ministry of Education and Human 
development and Ministry of Science and Technology

•Goverment budget allocation to the education sector
19%

•Offical language Portuguese and around 23 local
languages. 
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Amount of students Level of education

7.7. million Primary + Secondary education

85 000 Vocational education

200 000 Higher education



Teacher education in Mozambique

•New education strategy (2020 – 2029); New education law: 6 
years primary education and 3 + 3 years secondary education

•Constant changes in teacher education  since the independence 
in 1975

• 135 000 primary education teachers and 23 000 secondary 
education teachers 

•New reforms in pre-service and in-service teacher training 
aims at making teaching more learning-oriented
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Teacher Qualifications

Primary school teachers 12 grades + 3 years Trained in teacher training
institutions

Secondary school teachers Bachelor level Trained in higher education
institutions (Universidade
Pedagogica being the largest)



What does the study say about teacher
education and teachers’ pedagogical skills? 

•Two rounds of Service Delivery Indicators study
(SDI) 2014 and 2019
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Where was Mozambique in 2014? 
SDI 2014

High rate of 
absenteeism

among students
and teachers

Low results
among students

Low results
among teachers

Large gender
disparities in 

the Center and 
the North 
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Mozambique: A Second Round of the Service Delivery Indicators Survey. World Bank: 
Washington



What changed?
SDI 2019
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Students:

Results improved, but 
still critically low

Teachers:

Absenteeism reduced; 
knowledge and 

pedagogical practices
still low

School directors:

Little training; aware
of teacher absences

but not of the level of 
learning in their

school

Financial situation of 
schools:

Huge regional
differences in school

resources

Inequalities: 

There are 
improvements, 

however not equally 
shared for all

Source: Bassi, M., Medina, O. & Nhampossa, L. (2019). Education Service Delivery in 
Mozambique: A Second Round of the Service Delivery Indicators Survey. World Bank: 
Washington



Initiatives for multi-stakeholder collaboration

•Finland continues to be a strong actor in the education
sector of Mozambique

•Sector support a key for enhancing multi-stakeholder
and cross-sectoral co-operation

•Example of multilateral support COACH – accelerate
student learning by changing how school leaders
provide support to teachers in low-income settings -
opportunity for Finnish expertise
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DISCUSSION

•What kind of multi-stakeholder cooperation 
models could work in Mozambique? 

•What is needed to scale up project-based or 
product-specific collaboration to reach wider 
impact at education system level?

•What are the prerequisites for a well-functioning 
public-private-partnership collaboration model?
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